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Abstract
Modern data centers are highly virtualized and rapidly evolving toward scale-out
and hyper-converged architectures in order to handle high, often exponential, data
growth rates. Introducing SSDs directly into the servers as direct attached storage
dramatically improves efficiency by driving up the storage IO capability orders of
magnitudes higher than conventional shared storage environments. The challenge however is in ensuring that SSD technology is applied to the right data which
is constantly adapting and changing, resulting in a highly fluid data environment.
FuzeDrive™ software based storage virtualization from Enmotus solves the SSD integration challenge by providing a fully automated, highly adaptive primary storage
virtualization function within the hypervisor or OS block layers that rapidly adapts
to changing application or virtual OS needs and moves the SSD storage to where it
is needed in real time. This allows just the right amount of high performance flash
to be added to a server to handle active data along with low cost bulk storage to
address data at rest.
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1 Introduction
Microsoft*’s Hyper-V* continues to gain
market share and offers a powerful
alternative to ESX* for managing a
virtualized server infrastructure.
Today’s physical servers are capable of
hosting a large number of virtual client
operating systems or virtual machines
but are experiencing significant
storage IO bottlenecks that result from
limitations of even the best ‘spinning’
hard disk drives (HDDs). Solid State
Disks (SSDs) and increased usage of
RAM acceleration technologies provide
a highly effective way to overcome
these storage bottlenecks, but still
have a higher up-front CapEx expense
than HDDs. As a result, hybrid-storage
systems are rapidly increasing in
market share in the storage world as
they provide the best of both worlds
– the performance of SSDs with the
capacity of HDDs.
To begin optimizing the storage
performance in this increasingly critical
and common datacenter configuration,
consider FuzeDrive software from
Enmotus. FuzeDrive is a software
defined storage virtualization and
automated tiering solution designed for
high performance server side storage
devices such as NVMe SSDs and
NVRAM storage class memory devices.
It is designed to drop into multiple
operating system environments,
including Hyper-V, and provide an
autonomous fully automated solution
for ensuring active data is stored on the
fastest possible media in a server
Benefits of deploying FuzeDrive
include:
• Increased server node efficiency
– support up to 10x more virtual
machines per node
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Based on testing with Intel P3700 NVMe
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• Enables server nodes to achieve SSD
class performance across multiple
VMs at 1/10th the cost
• High Performance – up to 500K IOPs
and 2GB/s+ streaming throughput
are achieved using a single high
performance SSD1
• Lower operating costs – reduced
hard disk power consumption via
intelligent load-balancing
• Distributed SSD architecture
eliminates need for complex SSD
sharing or clustering
More details on how FuzeDrive™
accomplishes the above benefits are
available at www.enmotus.com.
Typical applications for Hyper-V
and FuzeDrive include traditional
hosting services, cloud services
(public and private) and enterprise
applications supporting applications
such as database (SQL, MySQL),
Exchange*, SharePoint* and many other
conventional file or web based sharing
services.
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2 Introduction To FuzeDrive
FuzeDrive is an autonomous software
defined storage engine for virtualizing
and tiering different classes of storage
devices in a manner that is highly
transparent to hypervisors and their
client OSes. It provides a highly scalable
solution for integrating SSDs into
high node volume hyper-converged
configurations that provides the
equivalent of all-flash performance in
most cases, and also eliminates much
of the inefficiencies associated with
today’s SSD caching or schedule driven
file based tiering alternatives.
Operating entirely at the block layers,
it is capable of virtualizing and autotiering PCIe NVMe SSDs, as well as
conventional SAS/SATA SSDs. Key
features include:

• OS agnostic approach to storage
device tiering
• Triple tiering architecture – RAM,
Performance SSD and HDD/Bulk SSD
• MicroTiering policy driven data
movement that operates in real time
and is user tunable
• Fast sub 1us translation overhead,
< 1% CPU loading when storage is
balanced
• Ability to migrate SSDs in and out of
different virtual disks as application
loads change
• No capacity ratio limits – combine
any ratio of fast and slow storage up
to a max of 256TB per tiered volume
• Tier storage spaces devices or RAID
volumes for better redundancy

FuzeDrive
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Block Storage Virtualization
Fast Storage:
NVRAM or
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Block
Migration

Slow Storage:
Capacity SSDs
Hard Drives

Figure 1 - FuzeDrive™ Architecture

All Flash Hybrid Storage
Typically, tiering and
virtualization technology is
associated with hybrid storage
comprised of flash storage in
the fast tier, and traditional hard
drives in the capacity tier, but
tiering also allows the creation of
an all flash hybrid solution. For
example, an Intel® NVMe flash
card as the fast tier, coupled
with SAS or SATA SSDs as the
capacity tier enables a very high
all flash performance solution
with cost points approaching the
more economical drives.
This technology is also compatible with the emerging memory
class storage such as Intel®
Optane® SSDs based on 3D
Xpoint™ technology as well as
NVDIMMs, which will enable high
performance solutions capable
of handling the requirements of
the most demanding applications.
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3 Hyper-V and FuzeDrive
Applications
Hyper-V comes in two basic forms:
integrated with Windows* Server, or as
a standalone hypervisor technology
based on the Windows Server Core
version. FuzeDrive operates in either
environment, including the free
Hyper-V standalone version
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In its most basic form, standalone
Hyper-V provides a powerful alternative
to VMware* ESX*.
As FuzeDrive is a virtual disk
technology, it may be simply installed
as any other system driver via the
Hyper-V core console windows. Once
installed, an autonomous auto-tiering
virtual disk device may be created

consisting of two classes of storage,
typically SSDs and hard drives. The
SSDs and HDDs may be independent
JBOD disks pooled together using the
FuzeDrive striping or concatenation
capability, or pre-formed into a RAID
group using a third party software or
hardware RAID adapter or a SAN/SAS
attached RBOD.
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VM

VM

VM

VM
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Figure 2-General Hyper-V Setup using Multiple FuzeDrives and Mixed Storage Media Types
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Figure 3-Example Shared Nothing Scaleout Hyper-V Architecture using Independently Tiered Nodes

4 Intel NVME SSD Technology
The NVM Express (NVMe) protocol is
the industry standard for connecting
non-volatile memory based storage
solutions (SSDs), and it is advanced
and supported by the open consortium
nvmexpress.org. Architected from the
ground up to unlock the performance
of SSDs in server and computing
solutions, the NVMe protocol removes
the (legacy) restrictions caused by
connecting an SSD using disk protocols
designed for spinning disk technology.

improvement in performance between
the best-in-class Intel NVMe vs a comparable best-in-class Intel SATA SSD. 2

datacenter OS vendors have chosen to
distribute NVMe software drivers for
Intel NVMe SSDs.

Intel enabled NVMe software drivers
are provided by most of the leading
datacenter operating system vendors,
making it easier to integrate and maintain them through OS releases. In addition to the OS used in this evaluation
(Microsoft* Server 2012R2), most major

For more information on supported
datacenter operating systems or other
questions, please see https://www-ssl.
intel.com/content/www/us/en/solidstate-drives/intel-ssd-dc-family-forpcie-brief.html, or simply www.intel.
com/ssd.

Intel® NVMe based SSDs can either be
installed directly into an available PCIe
slot or via a new generation of Intel
based NVMe front swappable chassis
using the 2.5” small form factor NVMe
SSD drives.
By using a datacenter class SSD, such
as the Intel® DC 3700 family of SSDs, instead of a SAS or SATA connected SSD
a user can expect the server to experience an improvement in IOPS, have a
lower latency, and consume less power
to operate an equivalent disk. Intel
Corporation was able to show a ~6x
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https://www.youtube.com watch?v=I7Cic0Rb7D0

Figure 4-Intel SATA and NVMe SSDs
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5 An Example Hyper-V FuzeDrive
Setup
5.1 Creating a Test Configuration
In order to test the performance of an
NVMe enabled Hyper-V configuration,
a basic server setup was created using
an Intel S2600CP4 SSI EEB Server
Motherboard, a single Intel® Xeon®
E2609 2.4GHz CPU, 16G bytes of
system RAM, an Intel P3700 1.2TB
SSD and an LSI Logic SAS adapter
connected to a JBOD array of 6x
4TB 7200 RPM Seagate SATA hard
drives. For our example setup, a nonredundant disk configuration was used
as it was assumed the node will be
deployed in a clustered, replicated data
environment that can tolerate a full
node failure.
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In order to showcase how FuzeDrive
and the NVMe SSD adapts to the
changing IO activity at the virtual client
machine level, three virtual machines
were setup to run in the Hyper-V
environment, two of which were
Windows 2012R2 and the third Linux
CentOS* 6.5. A large singular FuzeDrive
was created using the Intel NVMe SSD
and 24TB of hard disk drives and the
three Hyper-V VHDs created on top of
the FuzeDrive allowing us to share the
FuzeDrive over three different client
operating systems as a data drive.
To test the storage IO performance,
the industry standard IOmeter 1.1 tool3
was installed into each of the Windows
clients and a similar tool, FIO v2.0.44
for the CentOS 6.5 client. As described

later, these tools are used to simulate
IO traffic at the client VM level on the
three VHDs and to show how the VHDs
each increased in performance over
time the more they were accessed.
5.2 Setting Up the FuzeDrive
FuzeDrives require two classes of
storage to be setup in an Enmotus
vdrive, which may be placed into
either the fast or slow media tier of the
FuzeDrive.
As we need to aggregate the hard
drives into a storage pool we can then
tier,
(i) Creation of the NVMe fast storage
tier:
> ecmd –create vdrive drive0

OS
Boot
Images

IOmeter 1.1

fio v2.0.4

IOmeter 1.1

VM1
Windows
2012R2

VM2
CentOS
6.5

VM3
Windows
2012R2

VHD2

VHD1
FuzeDrive

VHD3

Hyper-V

Physical Server

Storage Performance Utilities

PCIe
SSD

SAS IO

JBOD

Enmotus Remote
Management

Figure 5-Configuration for Performance Testing
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http://www.iometer.org
http://linux.softpedia.com/get/System/Filesystems/fio-7881.shtml
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where drive0 was the NVMe SSD
identified using the ecmd –list
command. This created an Enmotus
vdrive0 disk of 1.2TB capacity for use
in our later tiered disk creation step.
Note, this vdrive0 will not be visible to
the host as it is not mounted as a visible
disk.
(ii) Creation of the HDD slow tier:
> ecmd --create vdrive drive1
drive2 drive3 drive4 drive5
drive6
Where drives 1-6 were the Seagate 4TB
SATA drives. This created an Enmotus
vdrive1 with total capacity of ~24TB.
iii) Creation of the FuzeDrive tiered
virtual disk or tDisk
> ecmd --create tdrive vdrive0 vdrive1
slow_first
Where vdrive0 and 1 are the fast and
slow virtual disk pools we created
earlier. For our tests, we have also
added the slow_first parameter to

ensure that the SSD is placed at the
end of our FuzeDrive rather than at
the beginning. This ensures that our
newly created Hyper-V virtual hard
drives (VHD1-3) are created on the
slow portion of our FuzeDrive so we
can observe how the performance
improves from HDD level performance
to SSD level using our IO performance
tools. This is only relevant at initial
setup as the SSD redistributes within
the FuzeDrive volume space based on
activity over time.

network to the Hyper-V computer.

The result of the last command is that a
new drive, drive7 is created which is our
new FuzeDrive disk. The capacity of the
volume is ~26TB as all drives contribute
to the overall usable capacity. The
FuzeDrive configuration and active
monitor may be viewed remotely via the
Enmotus storage management utilities
which in this case, are installed on a
remote desktop and accesses the live
Hyper-V FuzeDrive status and activity
monitoring engine over the local area

Once attached, each of these VHDs
(which represent a small partition on
the larger FuzeDrive) look like raw disk
drives to the client operating systems
which we can perform IO tests on. For
example, in the first Windows 2012R2
client, VHD1 will show as Drive1 in the
Windows Disk Drive Manager and in the
CentOS client, /dev/sdb.

5.3 Creating Hyper-V Virtual Hard
Disks (VHDS)
Using the 26TB FuzeDrive as a general
purpose raw device, using the Hyper-V
Manager utility, we now create
three 100G sized virtual hard drives
(shown as VHD1, 2 and 3 in our earlier
configuration diagram). The individual
VHDs are then attached the client
operating systems where we are going
to do our performance testing.

Figure 6-Enmotus eStorageManager Remote View of the Hyper-V* FuzeDrive
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6 Performance Testing
As we are only interested here in
detailing the raw delta performance
improvements over time, IOmeter 1.1
was used to create an IO pattern over
the virtual disk running within the
Windows virtual machines and FIO
v2.0.4 for the CentOS virtual machine.
The Windows virtual machines in each
case were Windows 2K12R2 with a 2G
RAM setup and a CentOS 6.5 machine
with a 1G RAM setup. The virtual
data disks used for testing, each of
100Gbytes, were attached to the virtual
machines via the Hyper-V manager and
mapped to the Enmotus FuzeDrive disk
operating at the Hyper-V layer.
6.1 Testing A Single Windows 2K12R2
VM IO Performance
An initial test was performed on a
single VM to see how it’s performance
varied with activity over time but using
a simple 4K random IO workload.
For the initial test, in order to simulate
worst-case conditions, all of the data
was intentionally placed on the hard
drive portion of the tier (slow). The
performance, as observed by IOmeter,
starts at hard disk rates. Over time, as

the activity was detected, FuzeDrive
promoted the active data portions
to the SSD to produce a significantly
higher raw transaction rate. In this
case, the increase was close to a
70x increase in performance, which
occurred automatically and without any
intervention from an IT manager.
If we examine the activity during the
test utilizing the virtual disk map via the
Enmotus remote management tools,
we see that the portion of LBA where
the virtual machine IO activity was
occurring has been remapped to the
SSD fast tier.
6.2 Running FIO on the CentOS* 6.5
Virtual Machine
FIO version 2.0.4 was used to create a
4K random read workload on a 100G
VHD also mounted on the Hyper-V
layer FuzeDrive. For each successive
run of FIO, the performance increased,
starting from a baseline of 1039 IOs per
second on average up to 36,300 after
the 4th run, showing an overall marked
increase in the performance. This is
due to the FuzeDrive tiering the active
portions of the VHD to the NVMe SSD.
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IOmeter and FIO
IOmeter has long been the
industry’s go to tool for testing
raw storage IO performance
for most types of block storage
devices. Originally developed
by Intel, it has since been
improved and maintained as an
open source project and freely
available to download from
iometer.org. FIO is similar tool for
Linux operating systems.
In both cases, a range of data
patterns can be created to
exercise any standard block
IO device or file system, either
random or sequential. For
SSDs we see high random IO
performance in the 10-100s of
thousands, and hard drives we
typically see 1 few 100 to 1000
depending on the number of
disks used.
For our tests, we chose to use
random 4K IO patterns as this
stresses the IO stack the most, as
well as ensuring that the data IOs
were not being cached in RAM at
the client OS or Hyper-V layers.

Figure 7-Win 2K12 VM Observed Performance Pre-Warmed and Post Warmed
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(a) Near Start of Test

(b) Near End of Test

Figure 8-Enmotus eLiveMonitor Display Showing Relocation of the Intel NVMe SSD to the high activity region following an IOmeter run on the
two Windows 2K12 Virtual Machines

Commands used to run FIO as root were:
$ fio --filename=/dev/sdb --direct=1 --rw=randrw --refill_buffers --norandommap --randrepeat=0
--bs=4k --rwmixread=100 --iodepth=16 --numjobs=16 --runtime=60 --group_reporting --name=4ktest
The following chart illustrates the improvement in IOPs performance observed over the successive FIO runs.

fio v2.0.4K random reads IOPs
36300

24400

13900

1039
1

2

3

4

Test Run

Figure 9-The chart above illustrates how performance improves with each successive run of the FIO
benchmark. During the first run, the data started on the hard drives and as it becomes active, it is
promoted into the fast tier, which results in a balanced high performance system.
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7 Conclusion

8 Things to Consider

FuzeDrive provides a high performance
storage virtualization engine for
Hyper-V that is capable of achieving
very high performance and allow one or
more SSDs to be shared across multiple
virtual machines transparently. Rather
than dedicate SSDs to Hyper-V virtual
hard disks, users are able to create
one large dynamic auto-tiering virtual
SSD-HDD disk at Hyper-V level that
adapts to changes in multiple client
operating system workloads running
on the virtual machine environment in
real time. Unique remote management
tools provide at-a-glance monitoring
capabilities to allow IT managers to
ensure the system is operating as
expected.

FuzeDrive targets performance
sensitive applications such as
databases, including MS SQL, OLTP,
and content delivery applications as
well. Coupled with Intel® DC family of
SSDs, it will satisfy the most demanding
performance requirements. If the “fast”
tier (assume flash) is sized properly with
respect to the active data size, users
will experience “fast” performance
– essentially SSD equivalent , which
obviates the need for an all-flash
solution in all but extreme cases. Most
usage patterns do not have random IO
access across the entire LBA range. In
the majority of cases, the active data
stays within the bounds of 5%-10% of
the LBA. This begs the question – Why
would you want to store your data that
is at rest on flash storage, when you can
store it on cost effective media and still
achieve the required performance?

Using some basic IO exerciser tests,
we have shown that the Enmotus
FuzeDrive can significantly enhance
the performance of a single Intel
based server node running Hyper-V
when using an Intel® DC 3700 NVMe
SSD. Performance was shown to
increase to a sustained 34x with no
user intervention with the SSD being
migrated freely across all the virtual
machines installed on the server.
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requirements for hardware. Utilizing
cost effective storage media for inactive
data further minimizes the need for
new or additional hardware. Finally,
FuzeDrive’s easy to use monitoring
utilities minimize the operating
expenses as well as provide real time
insight in how the storage is behaving.
Be sure to look for updates to this paper utilizing Intel® Optane® SSDs, which
feature the 3D XPoint™ technology.
This increases the business benefits
of combining Enmotus FuzeDrive and
Intel® SSDs by using an even higher
performance storage tier. Together we
are accelerating your future!
To learn more, visit www.enmotus.com
To learn more, visit www.intel.com/
storage

FuzeDrive enabled solutions provide
increased value to the IT infrastructure.
Increased performance means jobs
complete faster, which decreases
the costs of queries. Individual
servers are capable of running more
Virtual Machines, lowering the capital
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